F.A.Q
Does this site charge artists to list their work?
Now Be Here does not charge artists to list their work.
The site raises funds through donations and does not ask artists to
contribute other than taking the time to fill out the join form, and
encourage other artists to join as well. If you would like to donate, thank
you so very much! Please go HERE or to the SUPPORT page link at the
bottom of the site.

Why don’t you list size and medium under each artist’s artwork?

Our goal is to make the form as user-friendly to complete and to keep
the website as visually compelling to experience. We want viewers to
become curious about your work, want to know more, and click on the
link you provide.

Why is the directory organized by first name and not last name?

With the idea of keeping the ‘join the directory’ form efficient, the
trade-off was having one field for your name rather than two fields for
first and last names. We also want visitors to explore and be surprised.

What’s up with the random function in the directory?
This is an inventive way to circulate the artists in the directory, and we feel it
may bring new audiences and artists to your attention. We would have had
this as the primary organization but the known issue Random has is it shows
repeats, omits some entries, etc. We liked the functionality, so kept it as a
sorting option that might mix things up a bit.

Can Artists Edit Their Pages?
Artists can send an email to: nowbeherela@gmail.com with instructions on
what needs to be corrected and it will be edited from the back end. Please be
patient as I am still a one-woman operation (until that MacArthur genius grant
comes through : )

